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ABSTRACT
This paper attempts to further development of a general "theory 
of aggregation" which will integrate the results developed for specialized 
social science research applications. We first formulate a general 
model within which aggregation bias is defined. Given this formulation 
three well developed perspectives on the methodological problems of 
aggregation are compared -- a "classical" grouping approach, a causal 
models approach and a specification error approach. All three perspec­
tives are reasonably useful for the simplest cases. However, the causal 
models and specification error approaches are preferable as general 
formulations since they deal more Adequately with realistic complications. 
No existing approach handles aggregation in multivariate models in a 
completely satisfactory manner. A number of suggestions are made for 
extending existing formulations to remedy this situation.
APPROACHES TO THE AGGREGATION PROBLEM*
The term aggregation is used loosely In the social sciences to refer to 
a broad class of rather diverse issues. It refers to conceptual and theoreti­
cal issues involved in attempts at composition or shifts in levels of analy­
sis. It Is likewise used to refer to attempts at index construction or data 
reduction «here sets of Indicators or variables are combined. Finally, the 
term is used to refer to analysis issues involving shifts in levels of data 
aggregation. While the theoretical and methodological issues have implications 
for each other» it is unlikely that we can develop a single abstract calculus 
for analysing both types of issues.^ There do exist, however, abstract formu­
lations which develop of the partial similarity of the aggregation of variables 
and the aggregation of observations. Yet, at the same time these formulations 
also clarify the Important differences In the methodological Issues arising in 
the two cases. And, It is safe to conclude for the present that each of these 
cases should be analysed separately.
This paper deals only with approaehet to the last named type of aggrega­
tion issue. In nontechnical terms we will say that aggregation problems arise 
whenever an analyst makes inferences from a model estimated at one level of 
data aggregation to properties of an analagous model at a different level of 
aggregation.
Our usage of the term aggregation problem is still broad enough to admit 
Into consideration a considerable number of methodological and analysis issues. 
And, in fact social scientists have encountered variants of the more narrowly 
defined aggregation problem in a wide variety of research situations. The 
concrete features of the applications are so different that there has been a 
marked tendency for specialized and discrete methodological literatures to 
develop around each version of the problem. While this trend has resulted in
a rich variety of special results, It seems not to have Improved our under­
standings of the general features of the problem. There have been a number of 
attempts at more encompassing formulations (e.g. Thell, 1954; Blalock, 1964; 
Hannan, 1971). But, there are Important areas In which the general formula­
tions and the specialized results are not well articulated. Dlls paper attempts 
to clarify a number of such Issues. In this attempt we survey a number of 
fairly well developed approaches to the aggregation problem. The dominant con­
cern 1s with extending and improving the general formulations and with drawing 
implications for research practice.
Section 1 outlines five practical research situations in which aggregation 
issues typically arise. Ihen Section IX abstracts a common framework from the 
concretely different situations and develops a consistency formulation within 
which to assess the consequences of aggregation. The development of the formal 
apparatus continues in Section III tAiere aggregation bias Is defined. Section
IV analyzes three different approach•• to the problem of aggregation for the 
blvarlate ease. The Issues in this case have been well studied by now and our 
knowledge is fairly complete. But, the extension of these approaches to the 
multivariate case is enormously complicated. Since the practical importance 
of this methodological work depends heavily on the ability to generalize to 
multivariate models, we devote considerable attention to this problem. Section
V develops a formal model of specification bias and treats aggregation bias as 
a special case. The utilization of the specification error apparatus 1• not 
uncomplicated as we shall see and in the closing section we comment on the 
practical use of "aggregation theory" and outline a number of Important unsolved 
problems.
3I CLASSES OF PRACTICAL AGGREGATION PROBLEMS
Before moving on to abstract formulations of the aggregation problem, we 
will briefly describe five quite different research contexts In which aggrega­
tion problems are endemic* These examples are Intended both to be Illustrative 
of the practical difficulties faced by researchers and to provide motivation 
for further abstract analysis of aggregation complications.
1• Grouping of Observations: A researcher has at his disposal (In prin­
ciple) observations on the behavioral units of Interest (e.g. persons, families, 
communities) but decides to suomarlze this Information and employ grouped ob­
servations In the analysis. The analyst may decide to engage In this practice
simply to reduce the magnitude of the analysis. Or, In a more Interesting
2case, may be concerned with protecting the anonymity of the respondents. For 
example, the researcher may feel obliged to guarantee anonymity to his respon­
dents In a panel study and thus must use some "benign" Identifying characteris­
tics to compare early and later observations. For such an Identifying character*
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Istlc to be Innocuous It must Identify only collections of Individuals. In 
such a situation the researcher will not be able to analyse relationships be­
tween Individual responses but must employ the (grouped) observations on collec­
tivities which are distinguishable over time. The most interesting feature of 
this case Is that the researcher has control over the "grouping variable." He 
may choose characteristics like month of birth, father's occupational category, 
etc. The methodological and statistical problems which arise In situations like 
this have been discussed as Issues of "grouping observations." (Prals and 
Altchlson, 1954; Cramer, 1964; Haltovsky, 1966).
2. Missing Data Problem: In analyses where a substantial portion of ob­
servations on key variables are missing and where the researcher has reason to 
believe that elimination of cases with missing data will systematically bias
4results, it is Important to attempt to estimate the missing data. Vhile a num­
ber of procedures are available in the statistical literature, onemore heuristic 
procedure found quit• often In empirical research bears on our problem in an in­
teresting way. In cases «here there are no missing observations on one or more 
variables. It la possible to estimate missing values of other variables using 
information from the "completely measured" variables. For example, Kline, Kent 
and Davis (1971) In a cross-national analysis estimated the means of all par** 
tlally measured variables for categories of nations grouped by date of Indepen­
dence, areal location, and political modernization (which were known [measured]
4for all nations). All units with missing observations on other variables were 
then assigned the means for such variables for their category on the three 
"grouping variables." In other words, units are assigned the mean value of a 
variable for the category defined by values of completely measured variables. 
While this strategy ralaes a variety of measurement Issues, what concerns us 
here 1• Hie dependence of the method on grouping.
3. Grouping to Minimize the Effects of Measurement Error: Blalock (196A) 
proposed the following strategy for handling random measurement error in inde­
pendent (predetermined) variables. Search for an "Instrument", i.e. a variable 
which affects the Independent variable directly but which does not directly af­
fect the dependent variable directly and is uncorrelated with excluded causes of 
the dependent variable. Then group observations according to this Instrument 
and use grouped observations to infer the relationship of interest. More recent 
work by Blalock (Blalock, Wells and Carter, 1970) suggests that this may be 
generally less useful than an ungrouped instrumental variables approach or (in 
the face of specification error) than ordinary least squares. However, this 
work (along with the Wald-Bartlett methods) suggest that grouping observations 
may be one approach to resolving measurement difficulties. It is the consequen-
5ces of grouping per ae which we examine In this paper. But, It 1• obvious that 
success In overcoming measurement difficulties depends on the presence of "pure" 
grouping effects.
4. "The Aggregation Problem" : The classic aggregation problem raised by 
economists concerns attempts to group observations on "behavioral units" so as 
to investigate economic relationships holding for sectors or total economies.
The typical case Involves merely macro-predlction. The aggregates are not 
usually conceded theoretical Importance (thus the Issues are not conceptual) 
but are deemed Important for policy purposes. Since for many of the models em­
ployed there is no theoretical reason for suspecting that the processes holding 
at the level of firms, households, etc. would be different from those character* 
lzlng the behavior of more aggregated sectors, much Interest focused on the 
conditions in which the Inferences drawn from the relationships defined on the 
grouped observations would be consistent with those found with ungrouped ob- 
servations. It Is usually presumed in such discussions that the analyst has 
control over the grouping procedure. Thell (1954) has extensively discussed the 
aggregation complications which typically arise in this application. We will 
examine Thell*s formulation below*
5. "Ecological Inference" : Social scientists perhaps more frequently find 
themselves in the position of employing observations which were grouped for some 
other purpose or as the result of some social structural processes. These cases 
typically arise tfien we use observations grouped together by areal location (e.g. 
Cenauo tract means) or by location in some social structure (e.g. classroom or 
work-group means) or temporally grouped observations of frequent measurements 
(e.g. quarterly or yearly averages of monthly statistics). Much concern has fo­
cused on the consequences of using such data to make Inferences to the relation־ 
ship holding for the ungrouped observations. The crucial distinction here Is
that the analyst does not have control over the grouping process and often does 
not understand the abstract consequences of the concrete grouping criterion em­
ployed (e.g. how does the census tract distinction coincide with neighborhood or 
social differences?) Sociologists and political scientists beginning with 
Robinson (1950) have discussed the problem as one of "ecological inference".
Many of the issues were clarified by the application of linear models to the 
disaggregation problem by Goodman (1959) and by the application of a causal 
models perspective and an abstract conception of the effects of grouping by 
Blalock (1964).
The five analytic complications Just outlined differ considerably in the 
Intent of the analyst and in the necessity of relying on grouping of observa­
tions. Yet, it is clear that likely Inference error produced by each strategy 
depends heavily on the existence (and likely magnitude) of "pure" grouping or 
aggregation effects. The formal similarities of the five situations will become 
clearer when we develop a formal model for assessing aggregation effects.
II AGGREGATION AND CONSISTENCY
In each case presented in Section I we have defined (whether or not it Is 
directly available In an observational sense to the analyst) a micro-model ex­
pressed in terms of observations on micro-units. We have a set of grouping 
procedures or aggregation relations which define synthetic macro-observations as 
functions of mlcro-observatlons. Finally, we then consider a macro-model speci­
fied analagously to the micro-model (in terms of form of relation and variables 
Included) defined on the macro-observation6.
The three types of relationships (micro-model, macro-model, and aggregation 
relations) are not defined independently. When two of them have been specified, 
the third must take some limited form or the specification of relations will be 
internally inconsistent. This internal dependence of the system of relations
suggest a criterion by which to evaluate the effects of grouping observations.
We will follow Green (1964) and define consistency to be the requirement that 
one be able to generate the same array of predicted macro-outcomes (dependent 
variables) by using the micro-model and aggregating predicted outcomes by the 
aggregation relation as by employing the macro-model directly. When this con­
dition is satisfied we speak of consistent aggregation.
The consistency model is a very useful one for it allows the application of 
powerful mathematical analyses to the study of the conditions under which con­
sistency is possible. Such study has had important consequences. A series of 
theorems by Leontief (1947a,b), Sono (1961) and Nataf (1948) prove that in the 
absence of very strong theoretical assumptions consistency is attainable only 
when all three relations are linear, even when the relations are deterministic.
Much of the literature in economics on aggregation problems attempts to 
develop highly specific theoretical models which result in consistency under 
specified conditions. An excellent review of much of this research has recently 
been done by IJiri (1971). All of these attempts can be seen from the consis­
tency perspective to involve one of three strategies: (1) fix the micro-model 
and the grouping relations and search for macro-models which result in consis­
tency; (2) fix the macro-model and the "disaggregation" relations and search 
for a consistent micro-model; or (3) fix the micro and macro-models and search 
for consistent aggregation relations.
The methodological version of the aggregation problem involves a slightly 
different situation. We are interested in situations in which for practical 
purposes all three relations are fixed. The problem, then, turns on the use of 
an estimated macro-model to make inferences to the micro-model. We will always 
assume that the analyst implicitly formulates analaeous micro and macro-models,
i.e. models which have the same forms of relations and include the same varia-
bles. The restriction that they be analagous follows from the desire to sub­
stitute estimates from one model for the unavailable estimates from the more (or 
less) aggregated model. However, the practical situations differ In the degree 
of control that the analyst has over the grouping procedures. In the case «here 
there is no control, it is obvious that all three relations are fixed. In cases 
vfcere there is some control, we consider each of the alternative possibilities 
are distinct cases «here all three relations are fixed. Then we proceed to 
evaluate the likelihood of erroneous Inferences due to aggregation given rele­
vant types of models and grouping procedures.
The mathematical analyses do demonstrate that the methodological problem 
as we have formulated it is generally Intractable unless we limit our focus to 
cases where all three types of relations are linear, i.e. linear aggregation 
«here both micro and macro-models are also linear. In addition, we largely limit 
our analysis to single equation (or recursive) micro and macro-models. The ex­
tension to just-ldentlfled micro and macro-svstems is straightforward. However, 
the over-identified case has proven relatively Intractable (!hell, 1959). Thus 
we can make no precise statements about the nature of aggregation effects in 
systems of interdependent equations.
Ill THE FORMAL MODEL
In «hat follows we will employ the following single equation micro-model: 
yt “ ״ + Rix ii + .... + + ui (i“l,...,N) (1)
«here the x ^  are non-stochastic and the u^ have the usual good properties, i.e.
oE(u^u^) » EiUjUj)*» 0, and E(u^) • 0 for all i,J. We may take as a substan­
tive example a linear regression of pupil school achievement on pupil background 
characteristics (e.g. social class of parents, IQ) and educational and occupa­
tional aspirations and expectations.
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It will be helpful to express the micro-regressions in matrix form:
y » xe + u (2)
where y and u are N x 1 column vectors, and X is N x k with rank k < N. The 
restrictions on the population disturbances can now be expressed: E(u'u) °
<7^1, E(u) n 0.
Next we consider a grouping relation defined on all N observations which 
takes arrays of micro-observâtions and substitutes the mean of the array as the 
observation. In the substantive example, this might involve the grouping of 
pupil observations into classroom or grade-level means. Abstractly, we consider 
the application of a grouping matrix G (m x N ) with m < N (where m is the 
number of groops) such that
y - Gy X “ GX u ° Gu (3)
Por example, if the first group includes the first n^ observations, the second 
group the second n^, etc.:
1/n^ . . . .  1/n^ 0
. . .  l/n2 0 . . . .  00 0 0 0 0
0 .................... 0 1 / n ............ 1/nm m
We will usually consider the case where n^ ° n^ for all i,j, i.e. equal sized 
groups. We will see below that deviation from equal sized groups create■ esti­
mation problems.
It Is important to note that the matrix G merely summarizes the consequencet 
of the application of a grouping rule. The grouping rule specifies which ele­
ments in G are non-zero, i.e. determines *Aiich observations are to be consoli­
dated. We will be preoccupied with the underlying logic of the grouping proce-
dure —  what we are calling the aggregation relation.
Finally, we define a macro ״*mod el which is analagous to the micro -model:
y = XP + u . (4)
where y (n x 1), X (m x k), and u (m x 1) are given by (3). Since this model 
is not specified independently of (2) and (3) we cannot specify Its properties 
in the abstract. As we shall see, the substance of an aggregation analysis con­
sists precisely In determining the dependence of the properties of (4), (parti­
cularly those relating to the behavior of the disturbance vector, o), on (2) 
and (3).
Since this model allows for the grouping of observations but not of variables, 
the coefficient vector, 3, of the macro-model has the same order as that for the 
micro-model. Thus every coefficient in one model has a corresponding term in the 
other. We do not necessarily presume, however, that (hypothetically) estimated 
micro and macro-coefficients are produced by the same estimation procedure. We 
will tend to restrict our attention to the case where ordinary least squares re­
gressions (OLS) is applied to each. But, we will see below that there are 
cases where this is not the optimal approach.
The last step in specifying the model is to apply the consistency criterion 
to this three-relation system. We noted above that consistency can be seen to 
require that one generate the same values of the macro-dependent variable using 
(4) directly as by using (2) and then applying (3) to the generated micro­
values. This requirement is overly strong for the cases we are considering and 
we will relax It to require only that the expected values of the predicted y 
be the same under each method. We will call this weaker version, stochastic 
consistency. For the system of relationships outlined above, the macro-proce­
dure for generating y values uses simply Xb (where b is a vector of estimates of 
P) . The micro-approach employs Xb (where b is a vector of estimates of P) and
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then applies G to y *» Xb. Thus to assess consistency we compare Xb and GXb.
Since by (3) X ° GX, the consistency criterion for the class of aggregation 
situations we are considering Is that E(b) ** E(b).
This argument should be modified in one small detail. We must consider 
the possibility that estimates from the micro-model a re biased, i.e. E(b) t 3."* 
The practical situations we are addressing can be seen to involve the substitu­
tion of the estimated macro-coefflcients for the unknown micro population param­
eters. Thus the micro-estimates are not unambiguous guides for evaluating the 
consequences of employing the macro-estimates. It seems more reasonable to ar­
gue that stochastic consistency requires that
E(b) ■» 3. (5)
We will employ this version in analyzing aggregation difficulties.
When aggregation Is inconsistent in simpler linear models of the sort we 
are considering, we speak of aggregation bias. We can define such bias simply 
using (5): aggregation bias is
E(b) - 3 . (6)
Obviously, the situation Is simplest when the estimates of the micro-coefficients 
are unbiased. For then, we can use a simpler expression for aggregation bias: 
E(b) - E(b) .
Most methodological treatments of the aggregation problem have concentrated 
exclusively on bias in correlation and regression coefficients. Sociologists, 
in fact, rarely devote any attention to other properties of estimators. Yet, as 
18 demonstrated in any introductory statistical Inference text, there are rea­
sonable situations \Aiere biased estimators but small variance are preferred to 
less efficient unbiased estimators. Since all aggregation involves some loss 
of information, we should expect the efficiency of estimators to be affected.
Thus we will broaden the conventional sociological focus at least to the point
11
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of addressing the consequences of aggregation for the efficiency of estimators.
IV THREE GROUPING PERSPECTIVES (THE BIVARIATE CASE)
In this section, we will somewhat arbitrarily categorize a number of ap­
proaches to the grouping problem into three perspectives: (1) a clustering 
perspective focusing on the grouping of "natural" units; (2) an optimal grouping 
approach which presumes that the analyst has control over the aggregation proc­
ess; and (3) a causal models perspective. As we shall see, although these per­
spectives share a somewhat common focus, they are not equally useful and sug­
gestive of analysis problems. And, at the same time, these perspectives do not 
exhaust the subject matter. In the following sections we will develop some al­
ternative formulations ifolch partially complement the dominant findings reported 
in this section, and allow treatment of multivariate models.
(1) The Clustering Perspective. Apparently the earliest concerns with ag­
gregation problems in the social sciences arose over the inflation of correla­
tion coefficients as units of observation were grouped together. This effect 
was noticed in a wide variety of applications(e.g. correlation of rental values 
and delinquency rates for city subareas (Gehkle and Biehel, 1934), correlation 
of crop yields for different crops in regions (Yule and Kendall, 1950), correla­
tion of race and literacy In the United States, (Robinson, 1950). In each case 
the increase in linear correlation was thought to be artificial and * attempts 
were made to uncover the mechanism responsible for the artifact. A number of 
different algebraic formulations lead largely to the same account. We will 
briefly outline the approach which decomposes analysis of variance formulae since 
it provides the clearest demonstration of the inflation mechanism.
We will employ a hybrid notation to clarify the relations of this litera­
ture to the one considered in the next section. We denote samples variances
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and covariances as follows.
1 R N 2
Cxx N E E (Kir ־ * * * r-1 i«־l
. R N
Cxy ° N S 8 (xir ־ X " ) (y1r ־ y, ״ ״(  xy r״l 1«1 1r lr
The within group variances and covariances are denoted
we ־ i  * £ (x - )2
”  N r־l 1=1 lr
־־0״ y ־ N r . 1  1 !  (״ lr ־ * V  <ylr ־ T.t) 
and the between-group ("ecological") variances and covariances:
1 R 2
C—  *» ־ E (x. ־ x..) xx R , r r=l
1 R
Cw m ï z <x -T ־ * " י  (y-r - y ■ <״ז­ r“l
This notation assumes there are N micro-units and R groups .
In the sociological literature the problem we are now addressing has con- 
tlnually been referred to (following Robinson's (1950) designation) as the "e- 
cologlcal correlation" problem. To simply the algebra we specialize the micro- 
model developed in Sectlen II to include only one regressor. In this case it 18 
easy to prove :
C - W C  + C—  xy xy xy
and thu6:
or
WC + C—  / C C ; »־ R xy xy xy / xx yy
R *> WR Jl-E2 ./l-E^~ + R— E E xy xy V yr V  xr xy yr xr
where E and E are the "correlation ratios" for grouping or region (wherexr yr
The translation from micro-correlations (&Xy) to "ecological correlations
(R—-) is not simple because the wlthin-group or within-region correlations are xy
not simple arithmetic meana of the micro-correlations. However, following 
Robinson's argument we can see that two things typically occur as micro- 
units are consolidated:
1. The within-group correlation W R ^  increases due to
increasing heterogeneity of groups and this effect
decreases the ecological correlation since the proportion
of the variance "explained" by the grouped observations
is equal to l-WR^ .xy
2 22. The values of the correlation ratios E and E d®-xr yr
creases as a consequence of the decreased variability 
of X and Y values in the grouped observations.
But, Robinson (1950, pp. 356-357) argued:
... these two tendencies are of unequal importance. Investi­
gation of (3.11) with respect to the effect of changes in the
values of E^ , E^ , and WR indicates that the influence of xr yr xy
the changes in the E's is considerably more important than
the influence of changes in the value of WR . The net effectk xy
of changes in the E's and WRXy taken together is to increase
the numerical value of the ecological correlation as con­
solidation takes place.
This argument is demonstrably not universally true and depends on an un­
stated assumption which remained implicit in much of the thinking of sociolo­
gists prior to the exposition of the causal models approach discussed below.
As we will see, if observations are grouped randomly, the expected value of 
the sample ecological correlation coefficient Is equal to the expected value 
micro-correlation. But, the grouping relation assumed by Robinson is never 
clearly specified beyond the assertion that with grouping relatively more homo 
geneous units are consolidated into more heterogeneous units. We are, however 
to assume that the groups are formed on the basis of administrative units, e.g
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census tract boundaries.
In the case of census tracts we know that the boundaries were devised to 
correspond as closely as possible to "natural areas." This suggests that using 
data grouped by census tracts will combine observations on units which are 
relatively homogeneous on a great variety of sociological variables, e.g. race 
and literacy. Thus areal grouping in such a case is not random with respect to 
the variables included in the regression but may be thought to systematically 
affect their variation. Such a situation will have the consequences Robinson 
described. But, it Is Important to note that the Inflation mechanism depends 
on the substantive assumption of a nonrandom areal distribution of properties 
which correspond in some way to the administrative boundaries. In fact, as we 
shall see, the more nonrandom the distribution and the closer the correspondence 
with the grouping boundaries, the greater the Inflation of the ecological cor­
relation over the micro-correlation.
Robinson created something of an intellectual controversy by asserting the 
ecological correlations are always computed for some more micro-lnterest, and, 
further, that ecological correlations never provide useful information about 
mlcro-relationships. The first argument need not be answered and the second 
stimulated several innovative attempts at applying linear models (Duncan and 
Davis, 1953), Goodman (1953, 1959) and non-linear models (Boudon, 1963) to 
the problem of using ecological correlations to estimate or to set limits on the 
micro-correlation. These proposals, which have never achieved widespread use 
in sociology (even though the use of ecological correlations for micro-pursults 
continues almost unabated), are treated in some detail by Alker (1969), Stokes
(1969), and Hannan (1971), and will not be discussed here.
(2) Optimal Grouping. Economists have frequently faced difficulty in deal- 
lngwlth an overabundance of data on households and have considered the conse­
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quences of summarizing the data by alternative grouping procedures. Prais and 
Altchlson (1954) and Cramer (1964) have provided the basic results. These 
analyses treat the practical problems facing the investigator contemplating al­
ternative groupings, thus the methodological development presumes control over 
the definition of the grouping criterion.
This analysis continues to use the two-variable model developed above. But 
this time we employ sums of squares and crossproducts rather than variances and
covariances. Thus we define:
R N ,
S «־ E E  (x. ־ x..) (7)xx . . , ir r°l i“l
R ,
BS =■ £ N (X X..) (8)xx . r r r°l
R N
S ° E E (x ־ x..) (u. - u..) (9)xu . . . ir irr«i 1°1
R
BS «* E N (x. ־ x..) (u. - u..) (10)xx , r r rr«l
with within-group sumB of squares similarly defined. Substitution (7) and (8 )
into the micro-model yields:
S ° PS + s xy xx xu
and BS =־ BBS + BSxy XX xu
The regression coefficient for the micro-model is given by:
S S. XV u , xu
b ° s  n M rXX XX
which has expected value:
E(b) ° 0 .
The regression coefficient for the macro-model is given by
BS BS
b ״ - E L  3 ״ + _£!iBS BSxx xx
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which also has expected value:
E(b) = 0
Thus for the model aa specified, there is no aggregation bias. Obviously, this
important result depends on the fact that E(BSxu> ■=■ 0. As we shall see in the
discussion of the causal models approach, there is an important class of G
where E(S ) ° 0 while E(BS ) / 0. Clearly such a case violates the result xu xu
Just cited.
As was mentioned in passing at the end of Section 111, we should expect 
grouping to result In the reduction of efficiency of the macro-estlmators. To 
see this, we compare the variances of the two estimators:
2 2a _ a
var(b) = ■—  and var(b) = ^־־—
XX XX
Thus the efficiency of estimation of the macro-coefficient ia_thg.g£flU2 ipg 
specified above is given by This last term is necessarily less than
or equal to unity since
S » WS + BSXX XX XX
where in the model as specified all three terms are nonnegative and 
Cov(WSxx,BSxx) ° 0, Thus for the class of aggregation relations considered, 
aggregation reduces efficiency.
The efficiency result suggests a practical research strategy. Since the 
closer B S ^  is to S ^ ,  the less the loss of efficiency, an analyst who has con­
trol over the grouping procedure ought to choose a G which maximizes variation 
in X. This issue is quite important since efficiency can be greatly reduced in 
common practice. For example, Cramer demonstrates that for random grouping N 
micro-observations into m groups, the loss of efficiency is approximately 
m-l/N-1. Thus for example when, say, 500 observations are randomly placed in
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25 groups, the efficiency of the grouped estimator Is approximately .048 rela­
tive to the mlcro-estlmator.
Cramer (1964) has shown in addition that, holding the number of micro­
observations constant, efficiency of the macro-estimator decreases with the 
"coarseness" of the grouping procedure. That is, the greater the level of con­
solidation (the greater the loss of information) the lower the efficiency. Thus 
we find the expected tradeoff between economy (small number of groups) and ef­
ficiency (small variance).
Another potential difficulty presents Itself when the groups are of unequal 
size. Consider equation (4), the original macro-model. From the properties of 
the disturbance vector, it is clear that
E(u) n 0 and E(u u 1) ° a^G׳G
Thus the disturbance term for the macro-model does not have the diagonal form 
which makes ordinary least squares a "best" estimator. The disturbance term 
is hetaroscedastic.Following Praia and Altchlson (1954) we see that the best un­
biased linear estimator for the macro-model is Aitken's generalized least squares 
(GLS). The GLS estimator of 3 from the macro-model is
b » [X'(GG')"1X]'1 X'(GG1)”1ÿ  
with variance-covariance matrix
var(b) ■* ^ 2 [X'(GG,)~1X]"1 
The generalized variance term GG׳ takes on a simple form for the matrix defined 
in (3). It is an m x m matrix:
GG' »
i/ni 0 ........... 0
0 l/n2 ......... 0
0 ................1/nm
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so that
0
00
0 n-
m
-1(GG׳)
Thus the application of GLS involves weighting grouped observations by the num­
ber of micro-observations used to construct the group. And, it is clear that 
when the number of observations comprising each group is the same (i.e. n^ ° n^ 
for all l,j) ordinary least squares is the GLS estimator.
Using this formulation It is easy to show how the inflation of correlation 
coefficients depends on the type of grouping procedure. It is most convenient 
to assume that the m groups are of equal size, say n^ and to use the following 
expression for the estimated micro-correlation:
2 2 _ wn.o nm.cr
R *» 1 • 1 - 2, ״ -
yyE (Y -Y..) ij
xy
The macro-correlatlon is given by:
nP-u
En.(Y. - Y..)' 
J 1 U
a 1 -
xy
With linear aggregation of the type under consideration 0-j■ ° ^
Thus macro-correlation can be written:
__2
yyBSxy
Given the basic theorem from the analysis of variance:
S WS + BS ,yy yyyy
it follows that if the grouping procedure Is random, 
S /(flm.־l) and BS /(m-1)yy i yy
are unbaised estimates of the same variance. Thus we should expect that
2 2 R—  will be close In value to R . Cramer's (1964) analysis demonstrates this xy xy
is the case.
But, what about grouping which maximizes variation in X? It is clear in 
that case that BSyy will be larger than In the random grouping case. Aj¡. BSyv 
increases over the value it would take on in random grouping the macro-correla­
tion exceeds the micro-correlation.
(3) A Causal Models Approach. The previous section makes plain the fact 
that the consequences of grouping or aggregation depends on how G affects var­
iation in the variables of the model under study. We have seen that random 
grouping does not produce aggregation bias in either correlation or regression 
coefficients. Grouping which maximizes variation in a regressor In a bivariate 
model produces aggregation bias in the correlation but not in the regression 
coefficient. But, this type of grouping is more efficient in the statistical 
sense than random grouping. But, what about grouping which maximizes variation 
in the dependent variable or regressand?
Blalock (1964) considered, from both a formal and a causal point of view,
the case where variation in the regressand Is maximized by the aggregation rule.
2From a formal perspective it is clear that the correlation coefficient, R _xy
behaves symmetrically with respect to changes In variation of either X or Y.
Thus grouping which maximizes variation in either variable will Inflate (bias)
2the macro-correlation coefficient. But, R___ ° b__b—  by definition and ifxy yx xy
2grouping by X increases R__ and leaves b ^  unchanged, the b_p must be increased
2proportionately to R—  . The slope b—  is the "wrong" slope from the point ofxy xy
view of the micro-model specified in (2). And, Its bias can be considered a 
mathematical artifact. But, what of the case where variation in Y is maximized 
where the substantive interest is in model (2)? It is clear that with such
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grouping b—  the "wrong" elope will be unbiased and the slope of interest will xy
be biased.
We gain additional Insight into the mechanism operating to produce the bias
when we approach the problem from a causal models perspective. To maximize
variation in Y we rank observations by Y values and then apply a G which groups
"adjacent" observations together. Since by (2) Y is a linear function of both
X and U, such a G will place in the highest Y groups observations which have
both high X and high U values and similarly observations with both low U values
for the groups lowest on Y. This G confounds X with other causes of Y. This
confounding of the variation in X and U with respect to variation in Y has very
2
serious consequences. While in the micro-specification 0 this will
no longer be the case for the macro-model. The correlation in probability 
limit of the disturbances and independent variables violates the specification 
legitimating OLS and is usually called a specification error. Since the macro­
model is misspeclfied in the case of grouping by Y we would not expect OLS to 
have desirable properties. This is the case since OLS are now biased and it is 
this bias which we term aggregation bias.
It is a simple extension to argue that grouping by any endogenous variable 
in a simultaneous system will tend to produce aggregation bias in macro-esti­
mates. This should be the case since the grouping mechanism specified will 
produce covariation between disturbances and exogenous variables in the equa­
tions for the endogenous variables which are systematically grouped. Obviously 
it will be more difficult in practice to ascertain before the fact the conse­
quences of systematic grouping of observations in a simultaneous system of 
equations.
We can gain some understanding of the likely direction and magnitude of the 
aggregation bias from a knowledge of the micro-model’s properties (although in
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the practical situations outlined at the outset this information will not always 
be available). Shively (1969) and Hannan (1971) show for a discontinuous snd 
continuous model respectivity that will be positive. And, as a result, 
the direction of the aggregation bias from grouping by Y will be in the direc­
tion of b . Thus when b is positive, grouping b will inflate b—  . Sec-yx y* y yx
ondly, we can identify a condition under which the likely aggregation bias will
2be small. Shively (1969) has suggested that when R is large in magnitude, 
grouping by Y will not produce large bias. We can see that the stronger the 
linear association of X and Y, the less Important will be the causes of Y which 
are confounded with X and the more grouping by Y will approximate grouping by X 
(which produces no bias). That is, U values will become less important in de­
termining the ranking of any observation on Y relative to the U value. Thus we
2should expect to decline as R approaches unity. Thus the less causally 
important relative to X are the factors ignored in the micro-model. the lower 
the aggregation bias from grouping by the dependent variable.
The reader who has considered the aggregation problem only for cases *rtiere 
the analyst has control over the grouping operation may question the practical 
importance of this case. After all, why would someone group observations by“ 
the dependent variable? The answer is that when data is aggregated "naturally" 
i.e. as a consequence of social structural process such as bureaucratic adminis-־ 
tration, the grouping procedures often do not operate explicitly on some vari­
able but on some concrete property of micro-units. The property in question 
is almost always "location" in some social structural space: a residence, 
classroom In school, etc. The practical aggregation problem of grouping obser­
vations by the dependent variable arises because of the possibility that locatiot 
in the particular social structural space which is utilized in the grouping 
corresponds to variation in the variable which the analyst wishes to take as
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dependent. Consider the educational achievement model outlined above. It is 
possible that administrative policies may locate students of the same age in 
classrooms according to measured academic performance. If data gathered on 
students in the schools in such a system is aggregated by classroom, the conse- 
quences of using the grouped data obviously depend on the model under study.
If, as in the example, achievement is taken as dependent in one equation in the 
model, then the model estimated from the grouped data will contain aggregation 
bias. This example suggests broad classes of situations in vAiich grouping by 
the dependent variable may occur.
The discussion of grouping effects like the literature It follows focused 
wholly on the bivariate cases. As we noted above, additional complications 
arise in multivariate single equation models. It is to this issue that we now 
turn. We will consider first a classic formulation of the problem by Theil 
(1954) and then move on to develop a more general specification error argument.
Before doing this, it is useful to summarize the results for the bivariate 
case. The effects of grouping on correlation and regression coefficients esti­
mated from the macro-model depend on the nature of the grouping procedure. We 
considered three possibilities: (1) random grouping, (2) grouping by X, and (3) 
grouping by Y. Random grouping does not produce any aggregation bias but does 
reduce efficiency of both correlation and regression estimators. Grouping by X 
Is also unbiased with respect to regression estimators and is more efficient 
than random grouping. It does » however, Inflate (bias) correlation coeffi­
cients. Finally, grouping by Y biases both correlation and regression coeffi­
cients for the model In which Y Is taken as dependent. The magnitude of the
bias which will be positive for the correlation coefficient and of the same sign
2as the regression coefficient, decreases as R decreases.xy
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V AGGREGATION BIAS AND SPECIFICATION ERROR
1• Specification Error; In statistical analysis we commonly deal with the 
empirical consequences of some "maintained hypotheses" or statistical model.
It is typical not to question the truth status of the entire model but to doubt 
only certain specified elements ("null hypotheses"). If the model is inconsis­
tent with evidence In such an analysis all of the blame is attached to the spe­
cified null hypotheses. Thus the micro-model (2) specified above is tacitly 
accepted to be a good representation of reality and one might hypothesize, for 
example, that some coefficient is zero in a population of interest, and test 
this hypothesis with a sample of observations. But, In applied work we seldom 
completely trust our models. That is, there might be competing substantive 
arguments which claim that true model is nonlinear, or contains additional var­
iables, etc. It is Important, then, to consider the consequences of conducting 
statistical analyses on fallible models. Following Theil (1957), the problem 
can be formulated as follows. We proceed with some model M yielding estimates
@ which are thought to have good properties when the true model is M which yields 
estimates 9. The methodological question Is: vAiat can be said about the esti­
mates 6 in lip.ht of the knowledge that M is the correct model.
Of course, there are a great many possible departures of models from the 
true models whose consequences are not easily established formally. However, 
we can deal explicitly with some classes of departures, which we call specifi­
cation errors. For the study of aggregation complications two types are most 
interesting: (1) the use of the "wrong" variables in an otherwise good model,
i.e. observations from the wrong level of aggregation: and (2) the exclusion 
of causally important variables from the model. We will phrase the aggregation 
problem in terms which correspond to each case in turn.
We have to transform our basic problem temporarily to make use of the spe­
cification apparatus developed by Theil. We continue to accept the micro-model
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(2) as the true model. However, we now consider an alternative specification
(analagous to the macro ■*mod el on the right hand side with the left hand side
unchanged from (2)):
y - X3 + u . (11)
2Given the specification E(u) « 0 ,  E(Xu) ■ 0, E(u'u) ° o I
b ° (X'X)"lX ׳Y . (12)
is the test estimate of P in (2). Since we are considering nonstochastic re­
gressors, it also follows that the OLS estimate of P In (11) is
b ״ ( x ' x r ^ ' Y  . (13)
The point of this departure is to comment on the use of b for purposes of 
making Inferences about 3. We can use the following Important theorem.
THEOREM: Suppose the micro-model (2) is true and that X is some matrix 
with real, nonstochastic elements. Then the statistic b of 
(13) is an unbiased estimate of
P3 ( ־> Eb ) (14)
where P is the coefficient matrix of the least-squares regressions 
of X (the correct explanatory variables) on X (the incorrect ones):
P *־ (X'X)־lS'X . (15)
The proof is straightforward:
Eb - (X'X)~lX'Ey ° (X'X)~1X'X& » P3 . (16)
Thell uses the term auxiliary regressions to refer to P. These regressions 
take the form
X ° XP + matrix of residuals.
To see how they are employed, consider a simple case of misspeciflcatlon. Sup­
pose that X is identical to X in all but the last column where the true varia­
ble X^ is replaced by some X^. The matrix P will be a unit matrix except for 
the last column which will include all non-zero entries. And, we see that in 
general, each element of Eb depends not only on the corresponding 0 but on the
3-component of the Incorrectly specified variable X. . That Is
(17)Bbj “ + PJk0k J - (l,...,k)I•••!EbJ ° PJ + PJkpk
where the p's are the coefficients of the auxiliary regression.
The excess term in (17), Eb^ - is called the specification bias of
(11). (The parallels with our formulation of aggregation bias are obvious.) 
It is important to note that if other explanatory variables are uncorrelated 
with the correct regressor, their coefficients do not contain any aggregation
The above example treats the inclusion of a "wrong" variable for a "cor­
rect" one. One such case which is frequently encountered in practice Is the 
substitution of an Imperfectly measured indicator for the propert("true") causal 
variable. Another type of specification error which will be useful in the 
treatment of aggregation problems is the exclusion of a causal variable, i.e. 
the omission of a variable which "belongs" in the model. The specification 
bias for the latter case takes the same general form. It will be useful for 
later analysis to work through a three variable example. Let the correct sped-
bias
fication be
(18)N)(1 » 1
and the estimated incorrect specification be
(19)
The specification bias in (19) is given by:
E(byl) » PP
As above P is given by:where
Working through the algebra yields:
(l. b21)C3
where b2j is the auxiliary regression of X2 on anc*
E(byl) » PP = (1, b21)
(20)
Thus, the expected value of the estimated coefficient in the mlsspecl- 
fied model is equal to the corresponding population parameter for the correct 
model plus a specification error term. We see that the specification error 
term is nonzero under the condition that X^ and X2 are correlated in the sam-
We now turn to the aggregation implications of the two cases just discuss­
ed; (1) the substitution of the wrong variables In the model; and (2) the ex­
clusion of causal variables from the model. The application of the first case 
brings us to a consideration of a distinctive formulation of aggregation prob­
lems due to Theil (1954). Theil's work proceeds independently of discussion 
of various types of grouping problems,** And, for second case brings us direct­
ly back to approaches used to deal with the complications introduced by 
grouping of observations. The economy of the specification error approach Is 
clearly Indicated by the demonstration of the formal similarities of two quite 
different methodological traditions. In fact, we will ultimately see that we
pie and that X2 has an "Independent" linear effect on Y^.
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can straightforwardly translate most of what is known about aggregation bias 
into this framework without sacrificing any essential detail.
2. Theil's Formulation of Aggregation Bias
In treatments of what we called areal aggregation the homogeneity-hetero- 
geneity of micro-units is quite important. As we have seen, if areal units 
are more homogenous than are more inclusive areal groupings, then areal aggre­
gation will not be random grouping but will be grouping which systematically 
affects variation in many substantive variables. For this reason the analysis 
of areal grouping necessarily involves the study of social homogeneity In spa­
tial diatrlbutions. The notion of homogeneity employed refers simply to pos­
session of some property, e.g. income. Thus income-homogeneous micro-units are 
those rt»ich have Incomes in the same arbitrarily defined categories. In these 
terms, areal units which have identical Income distributions are homogeneous 
To appreciate Theil's approach we need to extend the homogeneity notion 
somewhat. A more fundamental conception of homogeneity would seem to Include 
the idea that units (no matter what the magnitude of the properties of interest 
they possess) behave alike with respect to changes in causal variables. In 
this sense, mlcro-unlts in different income categories would be considered in- 
homogenoouBonly in the case that they react differently (in terms of some other 
variable) to a unit change In Income. In the linear models framework we are 
using, the issue turns on variability in regression parameters. Since we almost 
always employ cross-sectional models, we must assume no inter-unit variability 
in regression parameters. Thus as a consequence of our analysis models, we im­
plicitly hold to the notion of homogeneity Just raised. The only language we 
have for dealing with departures from homogeneity is to speak of interaction 
effects. In this language we say that the way in which units react to changes
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in income depends on some other property of the units,e.g. race, culture, etc.
When we have available panel observations with long time series, we can 
estimate the causal parameters which describe the behavior of each micro-unit. 
In any empirical analysis we would expect that sampling error alone would pro­
duce variability in estimated parameters for different micro-units. But, we 
may argue that there are other (systematic or random) factors which account for 
this inter-unit variability In response. In any concrete analysis the nature 
of the factors producing heterogeneity will be very important in determining 
the consequences of various complications. Here, we merely wish to demonstrate 
the likely aggregation consequences of this sort of heterogeneity. After we 
have developed the formal model we will return to the issue of types of sources 
of heterogeneity.
It will be simplest to modify our formal model slightly. Let the micro­
model be
yt(t) - B״ xu (t) + ... + Pkt*kl(t) + u^t) ^  _ 1 N) <21)
where we allow each micro-unit to have its own set of causal parameters. Note
that we have T observations on each of the N micro-units« As previously, we
define group relations
1
y(t) “
1 (22) 
xk(t) » N ^ U )
The macro-model employed in the regression analysis is
v(t) ■־ (t) + ... + ly:k(t) + u(t) or y ־־ xb + u (23)
where b are OLS estimators, i.e. b ° (X'X) *X'y.
To make use of the speciflcation error approach we notice that if (21) is 
the cor.re.'.t mi.v:.c--£ ׳7״ ecif ication, then given (22), the grouping relations, the
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macro-speclflcatlon should not be (23) but
y(t) » ^*Xjit) + . . . + 0 ^ ( 0  + u*(t) 
★ * or y « x$ + u
pk = ir^ Bki •
where
the mean of the coefficients for all mlcro-unlts. Thus« for this type of 
grouping, aggregation bias is defined as
E(3^) — 8.^  • (k ° 1, • • • *k)
Since (24) is the correct specification, the use of (23) In the regression 
should result in bias. Applying Theil's theorem, we obtain 
E(b) - Pp* , 
where P Is the matrix of auxiliary regressions 
p » (x 'x )_1x 'x .
From the earlier discussion it is clear that unless each micro-variable is un­
correlated with all 1'non-corresponding macro-variables", I.e. unless P Is an 
Identity matrix, we have aggregation bias. This means that estimated macro­
coefficients depend generally on the parameters associated with noncorrespond­
ing mlcro-varlables. In the educational achievement example this would mean 
that, unless micro-units were homogeneous regression estimates from a time 
series of grouped observations the effect of IQ on achievement, say, would 
depend not only on the ways in which mlcro-unlts IQ's determined achievement; 
but this term would also depend on, for example, the parameters relating as­
pirations to achievement.
Thell has made clear the fact that as long as there Is a linear partial 
association between noncorresponding micro and macro-variables, aggregation 
bias (from the micro-perspective) will result from the regression analysis of
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macro-specification. Boot and deWit (1960) have demonstrated the existence of 
such bias in a simple production function analysis.
It is somewhat difficult, however, to imagine how a practicing social sci­
entist would determine whether or not nonzero partial associations between non­
corresponding micro and macro-variables are likely in his analysis. In pre­
vious work (Hannan 1971), I have suggested developing ,cross-level models" 
to specify the effects over time of noncorresponding macro-variables on micro- 
varlables. In the achievement example, such an effect might involve changes 
in individual aspirations as a consequence of changing social class composition 
of the classroom. This sort of thinking, sometimes called "structural effects" 
or "compositional effects" modeling, is the subject .of considerable methodo­
logical and metamethodologlcal debate in sociology at the current time. It is 
obvious, despite the virtues of this thinking from any substantive perspective, 
that the existence of such cross-level effects would produce aggregation bias 
in the type of model we are considering.
The situation when formulated In these terms becomes somewhat more compli­
cated. If noncorresponding macro-variables have causal effects on micro-varia- 
bles, we are tempted to argue that the original micro-model is misspeclfied. 
Grunfeld and Grillches (1960) develop a number of interesting aggregation im­
plications of situations of that sort -- where the micro-model should contain 
the macro-variable. But, the type of cross-level effect we are discussing has 
a different status. Notice that specification bias requires both collinearity 
of included and excluded regressors and an Independent causal effect of exclud­
ed variables on the dependent variable. Thus a classic specification error 
formulation would seem to require that noncorresponding macro-variables not 
only effect micro-variables but have independent causal effects on the micro­
dependent variable. Theil's result does not require the Independent causal
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effect. Aggregation bias will obtain so long as noncorresponding macro and 
micro variables are causally related whether or not any macro-variables "belong" 
in the micro-specification. To return to the substantive example, this means 
that aggregation bias would result from the estimation of the macro-relation 
if individual splrations had a nonzero partial relation (in the auxiliary re­
gression) with mean social class even if mean social class has no effect on in­
dividual achievement. This, then, is an extremely important result since It is 
considerably stronger than the specification error result.
A second feature of Theil's formulation worthy of notice is that it does 
not specify anything about the nature of the grouping relations other than 
their linearity. The connection between the nature of the grouping and this 
form of the aggregation bias has never been made clear. It appear, however, 
that the nature of the grouping relation to a large extent determines the be­
havior of the auxiliary regressions. One reason why it is so difficult to 
specify anything about the behavior of the auxiliary regressions in the abstract 
is that nothing has been assumed about the nature of the grouping operation.
It seems likely that Theil has random grouping in mind for we shall see In a 
later section that grouping by one of the regressors will produce a different 
type of specification error. And, the earlier result on grouping by Y bolds 
with equal force here.
Random grouping does not appear to result in auxiliary regressions with 
nonzero coefficients associated with noncorresponding macro-variables.^ The 
earlier discussion of random grouping would seem easily generalized to the mul­
tivariate panel case under consideration here. Thus, we see that it is impor­
tant to deal more explicitly with grouping by micro-regressors. It is to this 
subject that we now turn.
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3. Grouping and Specification Error
Here we take up the second class of specification error problems outlined 
in the formal discussion: the exclusion of a collinear causal variable from the 
micro-model. This analysis depends completely on the work of Hiatovsky (1966). 
The discussion will be simplified if we refer to a three-variable micro-model: 
y = PjX j + &2x2 + u (25)
using the same assumptions as always. The grouping relations of Interest are 
groupings which maximize variation in X^, X2 » or X^ and X^ simultaneously. We 
have already proven that if, say, X2 does not belong in the model, then group­
ing by X¿ is an optimal grouping. But, It is easy to see (once the obvious 
has been demonstrated) that if X^ is correlated in the sample with X^ and has 
an Independent linear effect on Y, grouping by X^ alone (ranking observations 
only by X^ values and grouping adjacent observations) results in a specification
The Important conclusion here is the obvious one. In a multivariate 
model grouping by some concrete criterion which approximates grouping system­
atically by a subset of the regressors in the micro-model can produce appre­
ciable bias. This is a case of aggregation bias which is directly analagous to 
and understandable in terms of specification bias. Haitovsky presents an ex­
ample reproduced in Table 1, using real data where the micro-model takes auto­
mobile sales as a linear function of income and automobile inventories. The
error. In fact, with grouping by X^:
(26)
and with grouping by X^:
(27)E(b2) “ a2 + 0! ZX1X2
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aggregation bias which results from the estimation of the relationship from ob­
servations grouped by one or the other regressor (rows 2 and 3 of Table 1) are 
striking.
Table 1 about here
The case we take to be most prevalent —  where the analyst does not have 
control over the grouping process —  is seriously damaged by the type of error 
identified by Haitovsky. For cases where the analyst has some control, it is 
demonstrated that grouping (for our example) from a cross-classification table 
of X^ and X^ results in reasonably good estimates -- no aggregation bias.
An example of this approach is shown in the fourth row of Table 1. In addition, 
if for some reason the analyst had access not to the cross-classification table 
but to the Xj^  table and X2 table separately, he can solve the pair of equations 
(26) and (27) for estimates of and 3^• Haitovsky's example, shown in row 
five of Table 1 shows that this approach yields good estimates. The reader 
is referred to the original paper for more detailed justification.
It Is best not to concentrate on the technical details at this point 
since it is enormously Important to understand Hhe consequences of the specifi­
cation error produced by systematically grouping by subsets of micro-regressors. 
We see immediately that the results of the blvariate case cannot in any way be 
extended to more useful, more general models. And, we should be alerted that 
the aggregation consequences in any multl-varlate model is likely to be ex­
tremely difficult to unravel. We will have more to say on this in the next 
section.
It appears that the most interesting and Informative connection of Theil's 
auxiliary-regressions with the method of grouping would seem to lie in under­
standing the specification consequences of any grouping procedure. Although
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I have noC been able Co construct a formal model to support the argument, it 
seems likely that non-zero coefficients in the auxiliary regressions may be 
consequences of grouplng-speclfication-error as well as of substantive cross­
level effects. We raise this issue because every formulation of aggregation 
complications except Thell's can very easily (and profitably) be translated 
into a specification perspective. What we are suggesting here is that addi­
tional analysis may support the hypothesis that ?hell's result as well depends 
on grouping which operates selectively on subsets of the micro-regressors.
VI CONCLUSIONS
The results developed in this paper are fairly discouraging from the per­
spective of a researcher faced with aggregatlon-disaggregatlon problems. For, 
at the present time, there does not seem to be any general methodological solu­
tion to the aggregation problem. A number of such solutions have been pro­
posed (see Hannan 1971, Theil 1971) but have turned out not to be very general. 
Thus the overall picture is a rather gloomy one.
But, we do have more specific knowledge about the mechanisms generating 
aggregation bias which suggest practical adaptations. It Is clear that any 
successful resolution of aggregation problems in empirical research requires 
capitalizing on specific features of the model population under study. In 
other words knowledge about aggregation effects must be supplemented by sub­
stantive Judgments about likely variation in variables and about causal connec­
tions holding among sets of variables. If this Is true then there is no׳ 
general model of how one ought to approach aggregation problems utiich hold Ir­
respective of the process under study and the concrete features of the empiri­
cal ■research.
It is still important to suggest how specific knowledge of aggregation
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effects ought to be employed in a more comprehensive special solution. It is 
simpler to treat separately the cases where the analyst has control over the 
grouping relation and the case where the analyst begins with "social struc­
turally" or "naturally" aggregated data.
Random grouping is obviously the safest strategy for the analyst «bo has 
control over the grouping procedure. When observations are grouped randomly 
neither regression nor correlation coefficients are subject to aggregation bias. 
Ihls is true for multivariate as well as bivarlate models. But the analyst 
pays a price for this assurance. The price is loss of efficiency in estima­
tors. As we noted earlier, sociologists do not typically consider the conse­
quences of such a loss. Yet, as we have shown the loss of consistency (which 
depends on the "coarseness" of the grouping) can be very sizable with random 
grouping. In practice this means that the macro-estimates will be unbiased 
with very large variance (relative to that of the micro-estlmator) around the 
population parameter of interest. Thus even though random grouping avoids bias 
In the long run (since the expected values of the estimators are equal to the 
population values of Interest), this should not be very comforting in any sub­
stantive analysis. That is, the researcher has to live with the estimates he 
produces with "one shot". Knowing that if he replicated the research an in­
finite number of times he would make a correct inference in the long run does 
not provide a great deal of comfort, if the likelihood is great that the present 
estimate is very far from the population value.
Thus we can specify the consequences of random grouping very precisely.
And, as we have seen, grouping by the regressor in a bivarlate case or simul­
taneously by all of the regressors (which is difficult in practice If there are 
many of them) in a multivariate case biases only correlation coefficients while 
greatly reducing (relative to random grouping) the loss of efficiency in slope
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estimators. As sociologists focus less on correlation coefficients and more on 
regression parameters! this strategy would seem preferable. But, it is im­
portant to point out that this approach is not a "minimax" one. It depends very 
heavily on the causal assumptions. And, if the knowledge of the causal struc­
ture is reliable, this sort of systematic grouping outperforms random grouping.
But, if the causal assumptions are wrong, the errors in inferences will be more
9serious with systematic grouping than with random grouping.
Consider a simple three variable recursive model: 
x 2  9 2 1  ־ x 1  +  ־ J
y ■ V i ' V 1* ־ !
In this model both x^ and "belong" in the micro-model and themselves corre­
lated under the specifications of the model. Now consider three types of 
grouping in this model: (1) random, (2) grouping simultaneously by and 
and (3) grouping by X^. We know that random grouping while inefficient will 
not bias either b ^  or b ^  Grouping by X^ and X^ simultaneously is more ef­
ficient and will not bias either b 1 or b ,• But, suppose the analyst employsyi y¿
the wrong causal model and ignores the first equation in the model -- that is, 
assumes that X^ and X^ are not linearly related. Under this (wrong) specifica­
tion he decides to group only by X^. We have seen that this type of grouping 
produces an aggregation bias in both b ^  and b ^
This example supports the earlier contention. If the analyst has a good 
deal of confidence in the substantive assumptions of the model, then the sys­
tematic grouping procedure is "optimal". As the level of confidence in these 
assumptions decreases, random grouping becomes a more and more attractive al­
ternative*
These arguments hold only for unstandard!zed coefficients. We have seen
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the effects of systematic grouping on correlation coefficients and the logic is 
easily extended to other coefficients standardized to sample variances» e.g. 
path coefficients. It seems unwise to employ any such standardized coefficients 
in aggregation situations, but if there is a compelling reason to do so, only 
random grouping is appropriate.
It has been obvious from the outset that the analysis of already grouped 
data Is a much more difficult undertaking. Here we have argued that the re­
searcher must go through several steps in the analysis. First, the concrete 
grouping rule must be ascertained. Then, and this is the crucial step, one 
must make substantive judgments about the abstract variation which is being 
actualized in the population under study by the concrete grouping rule. To 
use the substantive example developed earlier, this step involves judging how 
the mechanism responsible for the placement of children into schools and within 
schools Into classrooms corresponds with variation in other potentially rele­
vant causal variables like parents' social class. Since the number of causal 
variables which could have been activated is infinite, the search process 
should proceed by beginning with the variables included in the model. We have 
seen that the most dangerous (to inference) possibility is that the variation 
activated by the grouping rule corresponds to variation in the dependent varia­
ble. Other possibilities are that grouping might systematically affect varia­
tion in single independent (causal) variables in the model, or sets of such 
variables. Each of these possibilities must be entertained and evaluated on 
the basis of substantive judgments. They cannot be inferred from the data.
Once we pose the problem in these terms we see additional aggregation bias 
possibilities. For example, Alker (1969) has developed an argument that group­
ing might produce joint variation between variables which are not causally re­
lated in the micro-model. In such a case, macro-correlations and regressions
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can be considered "spurious" from the perspective of Inferences to. a micro­
model. The point again Is that when the analyst doesn't control the criteria 
used in grouping observations» the number and complexity of possible aggrega­
tion effects is very troubling. And, we have argued that these types of diffi­
culties will likely be resolved only by detailed substantive investigation of 
the likely causal connections between grouping variables (as distinct from the 
concrete grouping criteria) and the substantive variables under study. Since 
the likelihood of success in such an endeavor seems low, it should probably 
only be attempted vAien the only choice facing the analyst is either to make in­
ferences from aggregated data or to abandon the line of Inquiry.
One possibly hopeful suggestion from the study of specification bias is 
that even when the aggregation variables are related to more than one variable 
in the model, the likely consequences depend on the strength of the causal con- 
nactions with variables in the model. When observations are "naturally" grouped, 
we whould not expect the grouping to perfectly maximize variation in some other 
variable. For example, when Blalock (1964) aggregated observations on 
county level units according to geographic proximity, the aggregation effects 
were intermediate between the effects for random grouping and systematic 
grouping by the regressor. We can conceptualize this effect as an imperfect 
grouping by the regressor or "grouping with error." It is probably safe to 
assume that all "natural" grouping is to a greater or lesser degree grouping 
with error. The larger the error component, the closer the grouping is to 
random grouping (random with respect to the variables under study). But what 
of the case in, say, a bivarlate model where the grouping variable is strongly 
affecting variation in the regressor and weakly affecting variation in the de­
pendent variable? A generalization of the specification error results would 
suggest that the degree of aggregation bias would depend, say, for the bivarl­
ate case on the ratio of the (unknown) regression coefficients of each of the
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substantive variables on the grouping varlable(s).
This has not yet been demonstrated formally and Is something of a conjec­
ture. Yet, It seems to follow from the known results that If aggregation is 
simultaneously affecting variation in several variables in a model and the ef­
fect on one of the variables is greatly disproportionately larger than on the 
others, it is reasonable to proceed as if grouping affected only variation in 
the one greatly affected variable. These sortBof approximate results have not 
been systematically studied. Since they are very important from the perspective 
of the practical use of aggregation results, their study should take high pri­
ority In further analyses. That is, we need to study (using simulation method­
ology, analytic strategies and real data analysis) the effects of approximate 
satisfaction of the conditions for zero or negligible aggregation bias. In 
other words, we need to know the practical conditions where aggregation bias 
will be large and damaging to inference.
TABLE 1*
.03465
.72841
.90981
.49694
.77045
Model P1 2
-0.17778
(0.0367)
.03819
(1.8752)
-0.09312
(0.1572)
-0.16242
(0.0323)
-0.17177
(0.0282)
0.75781
(0.1398)
.55051
(1.6139)
-0.65315
(2.5391)
0.74734
(0.1203)
0.72713
(0.1033)
1218 obs.
Grouping
by
Grouping
by x2
Grouping
by X^ and X2
Haltovsky
method
Table reproduced from Haltovsky (1966)
FOOTNOTES
The research reported in this paper was partially supported by National 
Science Foundation Grant (GS-32065).
*This is not to say that the theoretical and methodological issues do not 
have implications for each other. Quite the opposite. Solutions to the 
theoretical problems set constraints for approach to analysis problems and 
the reverse. I have developed this position at some length elsewhere 
(Hannan, 1971).
2This particular complication was suggested to me by Leigh Burstein.
3If the Information is precise enough to Identify individuals, then there 
is no anonymity. What is needed is characteristics of collectives which 
will be stable over the period of the study.
4
These authors address the measurement problem from an aggregation perspective 
much like that presented in this paper.
^The case in which the micro-model is "mlsspeclfied" is the most interesting 
possibility of this type. Grunfeld and Grlllches (1960) have discussed the 
aggregation implications for micro-models which should contain some macro- 
varlables as causal variables. We will discuss specification in Section V.
**It is particularly interesting that Thell's most recent treatment of aggre­
gation problems (Thell, 1971) appears in a text in which he also discusses 
the grouping effects literature. He makes no reference to the other problem 
In discussing each of these In different chapters.
^Thls is a conjecture which has no formal basis. The conjecture depends on 
results developed for the aggregation consequences In "random coefficients" 
regression models (see Zellner, 1969). In this approach one assumes that 
all micro-units share a common set of response parameters (slopes) but 
that there is random variability in slopes between micro-units. As long as 
the variability between mlcro-unlts is random, the inter-unit differences 
cannot be correlated with grouping variables and there should be no aggre­
gation bias. The use of the random coefficients model involves quite restric­
tive assumptions, however (see Hannan, 1971).
g
See Thell (1971). The most promising of the suggestions, Thell's "con­
vergent aggregation",uses a random coefficients model as described in 
footnote 7.
9This conclusion is very much like that reached by Blalock, Wells and Carter
(1970) in comparing ordinary least squares and instrumental variables es­
timators in the face of random measurement error. The issue raised is 
suggested in part by their elegant analysis.
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